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iEARN-Asia Learning Circle  
for Action-based Problem Solving  

 

Goal of iEARN Asia Conference 2006:  “Smile and Future in Asian Children” by 
keeping DCC (Dialogue, Conversation, and Communication among children)  

 “Keeping DCC ends up everyone’s compassion and reaches supports and protections to 
those who are fated in unreasonable unequal ness under poverty and pain caused by 
violence in nature and mankind”  

Theme: Children will take action to solve the problem what they found and aspire to 
create a world of peace and friendship.  

Program Goals 

 Increase creative thinking, reading, and writing abilities  
 Improve analytical thinking skills  
 Stimulate an interactive interest in the future  
 Extend perceptions of the real world  
 Explore complex societal issues, ranging from business and economics to science 

and technology  
 Refine communication skills - written, verbal and technical · Promote research  
 Integrate problem-solving into the curriculum  
 Encourage cooperative, responsible group membership and teamwork  
 Offer authentic assessment  

What is “iEARN Learning Circle”   http://www.iearn.org/circles/ 

Learning circles, generically described, are small diverse, democratic groups of people 
(generally 3-4) who meet regularly over a specified period of time to focus their different 
perspectives into a common understanding of an issue or problem. The discussion takes 
place in an atmosphere of mutual trust and understanding. The goal is deeper 
understanding by the participants and their efforts are often directed towards the 
construction of a final product or recommendation for a course of action. Online 
Learning Circles are groups of 3-4 classrooms that work together as a team using their 
diversity as a resource to understand a topic or problem they share.  



Phases of Learning Circle 

 Getting Ready for Learning Circles  
 Opening the Learning Circle  
 Planning the Learning Circle Projects 
 Exchanging Student Work on Learning Circle Projects  
 Organizing the Circle Publication  
 Closing the Learning Circle  

 
  Duration： 
   September 25th, 2006 to February 25th, 2007―５months 
   .Yoko Takagi, the coordinator of Japan, which is the host country of this session, will 

divide the participating country coordinators of iEARN Asia Conference into 6 
groups. 

  (Group members will be changed by the host country of the session every year) 
   Six leaders of each group will facilitate the students and the teacher’s international 

collaboration and other members will support them. 
The members of six groups will be in charge of the following division of the Learning 
Circle. 

(Group 1) Places and Perspectives (History, Geography, Social Science) 
http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/pp/pp.html#intro 

(Group 2) Computer Chronicles (Journalism, Computer Publishing, English, 
Creative Writing) http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/cc/cc.html#intro 

(Group 3) Global Issues (Government, Politics, Environmental Studies, Writing) 
http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/gi/gi.html 

(Group 4) Society's Problems (Social Science, Writing, History, Statistics/math) 
http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/sp/sp.html 

 (Group 5) Energy and the Environment (Science, Social Science) 
http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/ee/ee.html 

 (Group 6) Mind Works (Creative Writing, Literature, Social Science) 
http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/mw/mw.html#intro 



Steps in the iEARN-Asia Learning Circle  
for Action-based Problem Solving  

1. Getting Ready for Learning Circle （Week 1-2） 
2. Opening the Learning Circle (Week 3-4) 
3. Planning the learning Circle Projects (Week 5-6) 

(Produce Problems) 
4. Exchanging Students Work on Leaning Circle Projects (Step 1) (Week 7-8) 
(Select an Underlying Problem Generate and Select Criteria to Evaluate Solution Ideas) 
5. Exchanging Students Work on Leaning Circle Projects (Step 2) (Week 9-10) 

 (Produce Solution Ideas to the Underlying Problem 
6. Exchanging Students Work on Leaning Circle Projects (Step3) (Week 11-12) 

 (Generate and Select Criteria to Evaluate Solution Ideas)  
7 Organizing the Circle Publication (Step 1) (Week 13-15) 

 (Evaluate Solution Ideas to Determine the Better Action Plan). 
8. Organizing the Circle Publication (Step 2) (Week 16-18)  

(Develop the Action Plan and Act Out) 
9. Closing the Learning Circle (Reflection) (Week 19-20) 

 

1. Getting Ready Week 1-2 

http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/p1.ready/1.ready.html  

 Narrative: "Be Prepared" is a great motto!  
 Introduction  

 Learning Circle Interaction  

 Teacher Preparation  

 Student Preparation  

 Your Learning Circle Theme and Project  
 Managing Electronic Mail  
 Teacher Comments  

 Getting Ready Checklist  

Teachers review the Curriculum Guide and Learning Circle materials, check their 
technical connections, and introduce the Learning Circle concept to their students. 

Teacher’s Hello Message 



    .Self –Portraits 

 Describe your interest in telecommunications.  
 Share past experiences in Online Learning  
 Describe your position in your school.  
 Give some personal information about yourself.  
 Ask the teachers to introduce themselves.  
 Pose a question that you would like others to answer.  
 List particular questions for each of the teachers.  

 Students’ preparation  
   electronic classroom 
 
   The Learning Circle is like a large, electronic classroom. Your students are one of the 
groups of students sitting together in this large classroom. The groups are too far apart 
for voices to carry, so you communicate through computers. 
 
 Thinking globally: 

Put the world map on the wall of your class room. 

Bulletin Board Displays 

 

 

 

 

Your students will be working with students in other locations. Place a map large 
enough to show all of your partners' locations on a bulletin board. Have students 
identify the location of each of the sites with a brightly colored pin. Use the World 
Almanac, references, or encyclopedias to gather information related to your special 
Learning Circle theme. Help students use the map to make predictions about their 
partners. Encourage students to think of questions that they would like to ask the 
students in other places. You may want to save these predictions to share with your 
students at the end of Learning Circle Interaction. 



 

 Getting Ready Checklist 

 
Read this Teacher's Guide and recorded 

timeline dates in lesson plan book. 

 Know how to send and receive messages. 

 
Prepared my "Hello" message to send on 

the first day. 

 
Explained the Learning Circle concept to 

my students. 

 
Created a plan for sending, receiving, 

sharing and storing electronic messages. 

    
  

  

2. Opening the Learning Circle   Week 3-4 
http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/p2.open/2.open.html 

 Narrative: The Learning Circle Takes Shape  
 Circle News: First Edition!  
 Electronic Roll Call  
 Teacher "Hello" Message  

 Classroom Surveys  

 Welcome Packs  

 Cross-Classroom Communication  

 Student to Student Messages  

 Bulletin Board Displays  

 Teacher Comments...  
 Opening the Circle Checklist  



Learning Circle interaction begins. Classes log on the respond to the Electronic Roll 
Call. Each teacher sends an introductory message to the Circle. Teachers and students 
prepare and send their responses to the Classroom Survey. Students prepare their 
Welcome Packs and mail them to the other classrooms 

Activities: 

Classroom Survey 

 You and your students will have the names and locations of the other participants in your Circle 

but it is unlikely that your students will know very much about the other places. They will be 

very curious. The Classroom Survey is designed to help them understand how people in the 

other classrooms are similar and different. 

http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/p2.open/2.s.survey.html 

The Classroom Survey is a very effective way to introduce yourselves to your partners. 

Students will be eager to see how the other classrooms answered the questions and will be 

eager to receive your survey. The last part of the survey asks your class to describe the 

Learning Circle project you and your students want to sponsor. This will help facilitate the 

planning that takes place in the next phase of the Learning Circle. 

Students to Students message, Opening the Circle Checklist 
http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/p2.open/2.cklt.html 

 Opening the Circle Checklist 

 
Printed a copy of my Learning Circle 

partners' names and addresses. 

 Sent my "Hello" message to the Circle. 

 
Student completed and sent Class Survey 

to the Circle. 

 
Discussed or thought about possible 

Circle projects to sponsor. 

    
  



  

3. Planning the learning Circle Project   Week 5-6 
http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/p3.plan/3.plan.html 

 Narrative: Sponsoring a Learning Circle Project  
 Learning Circle Projects  
 Sponsoring a Learning Circle Project  
 Participating in Projects Sponsored by Others  
 Selecting Your Learning Circle Project  
 Lesson Plans for Projects by Circle Theme  
 Introducing the Learning Circle Project to the Circle  
 Keeping Track of Project Work  
 Teacher Comments  
 "Planning Projects" Checklist  

Teachers in the Learning Circle discuss the projects proposed in the Classroom 
Survey. Each class selects a project to sponsor or co-sponsor. The class sends a 
message describing the information it would like to receive. 

 Sponsoring a Learning Circle Project 

"Sponsoring" a Learning Circle project means selecting a topic to examine, proposing 
the type of information you want to receive from the other sites, organizing the project 
material exchanged on the network, and preparing a summary of your project for 
inclusion in the Circle publication. 

Introducing the Learning Circle Project to the Circle 

The Learning Circle project can be introduced to the circle by either the teacher or the 
students or both. Teachers can make the decision based on the needs and abilities of 
their students. Some teachers like to begin with a rough idea for a project, introduce it 
into the circle for comments and then have their students propose the final project. 
Other teachers prefer to have students take this role. There is no right or wrong way to 
introduce a Learning Circle project. Each teacher and class can decide how this will be 
accomplished at their site. 



Teacher's First Planning Message  

http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/p3.plan/3.tplan.html 

Once you have a rough idea of the Learning Circle project you want to sponsor, you may 
want to send a teacher's project planning message. This message describes the project 
and the type of participation you would like from the other classrooms. It is often 
helpful to have the teacher take an active role in planning activities and participating in 
activities planned by others. Please be aware that your Learning Circle Coordinator has 
volunteered to help facilitate the interaction in your Learning Circle. He or she is not 
responsible for creating it. Each teacher is the team leader at their specific site. 

  Students' First Project Planning Message, Weekly Classroom Update Weekly Circle, 
Update, Project Time Line 

Activities:  
(Produce Problems) 
Accepting the Challenge (brainstorming areas of concern) 
Effective Activities: Active Reading: 
  Students consult newspaper, books, magazines, and web site and produce problems 
what they think it should be solved. 

a) Brainstorm possible problems arising from the situation. 

1. No evaluating; judgment is deferred; criticism is ruled out. 
2. Free-wheeling is encouraged; it's okay to be far out. 
3. Quantity of ideas is sought; more is better 
4."Piggyback" or "hitchhike" on the ideas of others; combination and 
improvement is welcomed.  

b) List your best 20 sub-problems. Be sure they relate to the situation.  

 Planning the Projects Checklist 

 Discussed project ideas. 

 Selected a project to sponsor. 



 Project described to Circle. 

 
Sent response to our own projects as a 

sample of what students should send. 

 Project descriptions posted. 

 
Procedures set for assigning students to 

work on projects. 

    
  

4 Exchanging Students Work on Leaning Circle Projects (Step 1)  

                (Starting Group work) Weeks 7-8 

http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/p4.exchange/4.exchange.html 

 Narrative: The Electronic Exchange  
 Working on Learning Circle Projects  
 Organizing Writing Activities in the Classroom  
 The Writing Process  
 Regular Transmission of Student Work  
 Responsible Teamwork  
 Teacher Comments...  
 Project Exchange Checklist 

Working on Learning Circle Projects 

This phase of the Learning Circle interaction is very exciting. Your students will be very 
eager to see the responses to their project request. Participation in the projects 
sponsored by the other classrooms can also greatly enhance your students' learning. 
Successful projects will take some facilitation by all of the teachers in the Learning 
Circle. Hopefully you will be able to send at least one contribution from your site to each 
of the projects sponsored in your Learning Circle. You and your students can help make 
each project a success!  

Activities:  

Welcome Packs, 



Students are excited about the prospect of working with students in other locations, but they 

find it difficult to conceptualize the similarities and differences. An effective way to help 

students learn more about their partners is to exchange "Welcome Packs." A Welcome Pack is 

a small set of materials that describe you and your students, school and community. Welcome 

Packs are sent via postal mail and should be limited to the size of a large envelope. 

ideas of what to send . http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/p2.open/2.wp.ideas.html 

a) Select an Underlying Problem Generate and Select Criteria to Evaluate Solution 
Ideas) 
Identifying the Underlying Challenge (recognizing and stating the most significant 
problem) 
a) Decide which problem is the most basic; the one which -- if solved -- would clear up 
many of the other smaller problems.  
b) Write the underlying problem using one of the two phrases: "In what ways might 
we...?" or "How might we...?"  
 

 Exchanging Student Work Checklist 

 
Sent one or more contributions to each 

Circle projects. 

 Sent weekly update messages. 

 
Monitoring student progress on all Circle 

projects. 

 
Deadlines set for the receipt of project 

work. 

 
Calendar marked for deadline on each of 

the projects. 

    
  

 

5. Exchanging Students Work on Leaning Circle Projects (Step 2)  
Week 9-10 



 (Produce Solution Ideas to the Underlying Problem 
Activities: 
a) Brainstorm possible solutions to the stated problem.  
b) Be sure your solutions match the problem you selected. List your 20 best solutions.  
 
6. Exchanging Students Work on Leaning Circle Projects (Step 3)  

Week 11-12 
(Generate and Select Criteria to Evaluate Solution Ideas)  

Activities: 
 Producing the Action Ideas (generating ideas for overcoming the Underlying 
Challenge; creating Action Statements) 
 
a) A good criterion has the following characteristics: 

1. It is a single dimension 
2 .It is measurable in some degree. 
3. It is consistent with intent  

b) Use at least 3 criteria, but no more than 5.  
 
7. Organizing the Circle Publication (Step 1) Week13-15 
http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/p5.publish/5.publish.html 

 Narrative: Editors Hard at Work  
 The Circle Publication  
 Planning for your Circle Publication  
 Organizing Your Section of the Circle Publication  
 Assembling the Circle Publication  
 Teacher Comments...  
 Organizing the Publication Checklist  

Activities: (Evaluate Solution Ideas to Determine the Better Action Plan)  
.Weighing the Action Ideas (using criteria to analyze and evaluate the most promising 
ideas) 
a) Select the 10 most promising solutions. Place the solutions and the criteria on the 
evaluation grid.  
b) Rank orders the solutions according to each criterion.  
c) Total the scores for each solution; the highest scoring solution is considered the best.  
 



8, Organizing the Circle Publication (Step 2) Week 16-18 
The Circle Publication  http://www.iearn.org/circles/2005session2/index.htm. 
Many interesting projects in classrooms fail to make a lasting impression on students 
because the time was not taken to look back and review what was learned. The Circle 
publication plays a critical role in motivating students to organize and evaluate the 
information that they received from other students. Adults have a sense of the whole 
task from the beginning and can often anticipate the overall structure. For students, the 
project unfolds slowly and early messages are often forgotten as they proceed to the end. 
 
Activities: (Develop the Action Plan and Act Out) 
 Creating the Plan of Action (combining and elaborating on higher ranking Action Ideas 
to create an effective Plan of Action) 
Identify Challenges Related to the Topic or Future Scene 
 
 

 Organizing thePubication Checklist 

 
Discussed length and format of our 

section of the Circle publication. 

 
Set deadlines for finishing and sending 

our section to others. 

 Finished our section. 

 
Told partners when and how they will 

receive our section. 

 
Marked calendar for when to expect 

sections from other classes. 

    
  

9. Closing the Learning Circle (Reflection) Week 19-20 

http://www.iearn.org/circles/lcguide/p6.close/6.close.html 
The students will say “Good Bye” and appreciate each other. 



Describe what they learned and how they changed their prediction after getting 
involved in the Learning Circle. 

 Narrative: Until Next Time  
 Saying Good-bye  
 Learning Circle Certificates  
 Sharing the Circle Publication  
 Charting the Future  
 Teacher Comments...  
 Closing the Circle Checklist  

 

 

 Closing the Circle Checklist 

 
Sent goodbye message to our Learning 

Circle. 

 Thanked Circle Facilitator and Mentor. 

 
Gave out Learning Circle Certificates to 

students. 

 
Made copies of publication for students to 

read and to place in the school library. 

    
  

 

 


